Background: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an established method for parameter optimization. It represents a population-based adaptive optimization technique that is influenced by several "strategy parameters". Choosing reasonable parameter values for the PSO is crucial for its convergence behavior, and depends on the optimization task. We present a method for parameter meta-optimization based on PSO and its application to neural network training. The concept of the Optimized Particle Swarm Optimization (OPSO) is to optimize the free parameters of the PSO by having swarms within a swarm. We assessed the performance of the OPSO method on a set of five artificial fitness functions and compared it to the performance of two popular PSO implementations.
Background
Optimizing parameters of multivariate systems is a general problem in computational biology. One of the many methods developed for parameter optimization is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), which was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1, 2] . Emerging from simulations of dynamic systems such as bird flocks and fish swarms, the original algorithm is grounded on a stochastic search in multimodal search space. The idea of PSO is to have a swarm of particles "flying" through a multidimensional search space, looking for the global optimum. By exchanging information the particles can influence each others' movements. Each particle retains an individual (or "cognitive") memory of the best position it has vis-ited, as well as a global (or "social") memory of the best position visited by all particles in the swarm. A particle calculates its next position based on a combination of its last movement vector, the individual and global memories, and a random component.
An advantage of PSO is its ability to handle optimization problems with multiple local optima reasonably well and its simplicity of implementation -especially in comparison to related strategies like genetic algorithms (GA). In the field of cheminformatics, PSO has successfully been applied to Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) modeling, including k-nearest neighbor and kernel regression [3] , minimum spanning tree for piecewise modeling [4] , partial least squares modeling [5] , and neural network training [6] .
Ever since its capability to solve global optimization problems was discovered, the PSO paradigm has been developed further and improved and several variations of the original algorithm have been proposed. These include the Constriction type PSO (CPSO) [7] amongst various others (see, e.g. [6, 8, 9] ).
The PSO algorithm itself contains some parameters which have been shown to affect its performance and convergence behavior [10] [11] [12] . Finding an optimal set of PSO parameter values is an optimization problem by itself, and thus can be dealt with by classic optimization techniques. One approach that has been pursued was based on testing various parameter combinations empirically to find one parameter set which enables PSO to handle all kinds of optimization problems reasonably well [11] . Following a different concept, Parsopoulos and Vrahatis implemented a composite PSO algorithm [13] , where the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm [14] handled the PSO heuristics online during training. They showed on a suite of test functions that their composite PSO could surpass the success rate of the plain PSO they were comparing to. They also tried to have the PSO heuristics optimized by another PSO running in parallel, but were not satisfied with preliminary results and discarded this concept in favor of the DE algorithm [13] .
In this study, we present the concept of the Optimized Particle Swarm Optimization (OPSO) method. We demonstrate that it is possible to use PSO for meta-optimization of PSO heuristics. Our approach was applied to the example of artificial neural network training for the prediction of blood-brain-barrier (BBB) permeation coefficients (logBB values) of small organic molecules.
Results and discussion

Optimized Particle Swarm Optimization (OPSO)
The concept of the OPSO method is to have a superordinate swarm ("superswarm") optimize the parameters of subordinate swarms ("subswarms"). While the subswarms find a solution to a given optimization problem, the superswarm is used to optimize their parameters. Subswarms with parameters that are well-suited for their performance on the given optimization task will achieve a higher fitness than others. Thus, the superswarm as a whole will move to an optimal point in parameter space over time. In contrast to the approach pursued by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis [13] , we used the superswarm as a wrapper for the subswarms rather than running them in parallel. As a consequence, in each epoch of the superswarm, all subswarms complete one entire optimization run on the objective function and return their fitness value to the superswarm.
Our implementation of OPSO was grounded on the standard PSO implementation as defined by equation (1) (see Methods section). The dimensionality of the superswarm was determined by the number of parameters to be optimized while the subswarm's dimensionality depended on the optimization task itself. The architecture of the OPSO method is illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 1 . Sometimes subswarms perform well by chance, even if their parameters are not adapted to the problem, e.g. if the randomly initialized particles happen to be optimally placed in the search space. This results in a high fitness of an individual subswarm, although its set of parameter values may not represent an optimal point in the fitness landscape. If this happens, the superswarm will keep converging around that point unless a higher fitness of another subswarm is achieved, failing to find an optimal parameter set.
Flowchart of the OPSO method
We performed multiple optimization runs per subswarm and then calculated the average of the achieved fitness values to avoid such behavior. This means, we punished parameter sets that lead to only occasional optimization success but often to failure. The more optimization runs were averaged, the more robust were the final set of optimized parameters found by OPSO. In this context the term "robust" means that the optimized set of parameters leads to an average swarm performance close to the one suggested by the OPSO optimal fitness. The optimization process went on until the superswarm met the termination condition which was a maximum number of epochs in the present study. The best solution found by the superswarm was the set of parameter values that provided the subswarms with the best performance on their optimization task.
Optimizing PSO parameters: Experimental setup
We assessed the performance of the OPSO-method employing a suite of five different test functions (eqs. 7-11, see Methods section) and compared it to the standard PSO and the CPSO methods. The suite of test functions we used to test swarm performance consisted of five different functions, where two are unimodal (De Jong, Rosenbrock), and three are multimodal functions (Rastrigin, Schaffer F6, Griewangk). All functions except for the Schaffer function (equation 9) -which is a two-dimensional function by definition -were optimized in 30 dimensions. The task of OPSO was to find optimal swarm parameter sets for the minimization of each of the test functions. Parameters to be optimized were w start , w end , n 1, and n 2 (see Methods section for parameter descriptions). We initialized the dimensions of the superswarm's particles in different intervals. Subswarm parameters w start , w end , n 1 , n 2 , were initialized in the interval [0, 4] . We also tried different parameterizations of the superswarm, mainly depending on the computing-time expenses of the meta-optimization. The maximum number of iterations for the subswarms was set to 1,000. A population size of 20 particles was chosen for the subswarms.
In this experiment, we decided not to use a restriction constant for the maximum velocity V max . As the V max constant is considered to be crucial for a controlled convergence behavior of standard PSO [7, 15] , we were interested in finding a parameter set that provided PSO with reasonable exploration and convergence capability without applying a restriction for the velocity. Therefore all remaining parameters needed to be fine-tuned to be able to provide PSO with such characteristics.
The parameters for the superswarm were chosen as defined in Table 1 .
To get robust sets of parameter values, we used the average error from 15 minimization runs per test function as the fitness value. To compare the performance of OPSO with the performance of other PSO methods, we chose the standard PSO and the CPSO as reference algorithms. The configurations of those two algorithms are given in Table  2 .
As no V max constant was used in our OPSO implementation, we also disabled it in our standard PSO implementation for this experiment. This was done to demonstrate the importance of proper calibration of parameters. However, in subsequent experiments the V max constant was used in order to further improve optimization quality. 
Optimizing PSO parameters: Results
The resulting parameter sets from the meta-optimizations are given in Table 3 .
For the two unimodal functions Rosenbrock and De Jong's Sphere the n 2 /n 1 ratio was 2.14 and 2.75, respectively. These values are rather large compared to those obtained for the multimodal Griewangk (n 2 /n 1 = 1.18), Schaffer (n 2 /n 1 = 0.73) and Rastrigin (n 2 /n 1 = 0.21) test functions. A large n 2 /n 1 ratio supports faster convergence. This is because the swarm tends to concentrate on the globally best swarm position p best, and particles are less "distracted" by their own best positions in search space. As a consequence, the loss of diversity in the swarm popula-tion leads to a lack of global exploration. Since the unimodal functions Rosenbrock and De Jong's Sphere do not have local minima where the swarm could be trapped in, this does not have any negative side effects. On the other hand, the multimodal Griewangk, Schaffer and Rastrigin test functions have many local minima; thus a more global search is advantageous in these cases. A stronger influence of n 1 supports a more diverse search and helps the swarm to avoid getting trapped in local minima.
Interestingly, the start value for the adaptive inertia weight w start was optimized to a negative value for the Schaffer function (Table 3) . Generally, w being negative causes the particles to move away from the best found points in search space. Since w end is positive, w becomes positive after a certain number of iterations. Thus, the initial negative value may result in higher population diversity in the beginning of the optimization, whereas at a later stage more positive values are favored, causing a more focused exploration of the search space.
In comparison to the optimized parameters found by meta-optimization with the DE algorithm [13, 14] , our tuned parameters assumed different and more variable values. Parsopoulos and Vrahatis reported values for w, n 1 and n 2 that were similar to the ones proposed in earlier empirical studies [10, 11, 15] and had only small deviation between the different test functions they had been optimized for. Our parameter values are different from each other as indicated by high variance over different optimization runs (not shown). Remarkably, we observed that although independent meta-optimizations can produce varying parameter sets, swarm performance was not affected (not shown). A similar observation was made by Agrafiotis and coworkers [16] in QSAR feature selection, where PSO showed the capability to produce diverse solution sets of comparable quality. These authors revealed that the solution sets found by particle swarms were more variable and of higher quality at the same time compared to the ones found by Simulated Annealing. Our observation that parameter sets optimized by PSO itself seem to be more diverse than the ones obtained by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis through optimization with the DE algorithm -while providing PSO with comparable performance among each other at the same time -is in agreement with the aforementioned study.
In our view, it remains a matter of debate whether a single set of PSO coefficients can be optimal -or at least reasonable -for any kind of fitness landscapes. While it has been elegantly shown that certain coefficients can help increase the ability of a particle swarm to find optima in families of test functions [7] , it seems reasonable to assume that instead of one "global" parameter set being optimal, there exist many different parameter sets leading to similar PSO performance. This speculation is substantiated by our results. Moreover, it appears intuitive to us that different fitness landscapes may require different swarm dynamics, as discussed for the example of the n 2 /n 1 ratio above. Analysis of attractors and convergence behavior might represent a methodical approach that can lead to further clarification of this issue [7] .
Comparison with other PSO implementations
To compare OPSO with standard PSO and CPSO, 400 minimization runs were performed on our suite of test functions by each of the methods. The maximum number of epochs was fixed to 1,000. Results are summarized in Table 4 .
Overall, the mean error achieved by the particle swarm with optimized parameters was smaller for four of the five functions than the one achieved by the other two PSO methods. The PSO with optimized parameters achieved a large decrease on the mean error compared to the CPSO (Schaffer: 1.6-fold; Griewangk: 6.2-fold; Rastrigin: 1.9-fold; Sphere: 56726-fold). For the minimization of the Rosenbrock function the CPSO performance was better than the OPSO performance, with an on average 1.2-fold lower final error.
The results of these statistics indicate that meta-optimization with the OPSO method does work. The parameter sets that were found by applying OPSO provided the swarms with special characteristics needed for a good optimization performance in the different fitness landscapes. Only in the case of the Rosenbrock function, the PSO with optimized parameters could not outperform the two competing methods.
Another experiment was performed in which thresholds for the mean error served as success criterions along with a maximal number of epochs. If the threshold was not reached by an optimization method within 1,000 epochs, the run was judged as failure. When it was reached, the number of epochs that were needed to reach the threshold was recorded. We employed the same swarm configurations as before, including the sets of optimized parameters. For statistical evaluation, 400 runs were performed by each PSO type, results are listed in Table 5 . The PSO with optimized parameters was able to outperform the standard PSO method in all five test functions in terms of "epochs needed" and "least failures". In comparison to the constriction type PSO, the PSO with optimized parameters performed well, too. Only in two of the five test functions, OPSO did not outperform the constriction method in both "speed" and "robustness". The minimization of the Griewangk function took slightly fewer epochs with the CPSO (824) than with the OPSO (851), but had more than twice as many failures on average (CPSO: 130; OPSO: 55). On the contrary, the threshold for the Rosenbrock function was reached faster with the OPSO (195) than with the CPSO (318), but had one failure in 400 runs. The constriction method never failed to reach the threshold. For the other three test functions, the optimized PSO succeeded in reaching this criterion faster than the constriction method and having fewer failures at the same time.
OPSO for neural network training: Experimental setup
Having demonstrated the potential usefulness of OPSO, we employed this method for training the weights and biases of two-layered neural networks. The task was to develop a quantitative prediction model for logBB values from the Lobell dataset [17] . Apart from optimizing subswarm parameters, OPSO can optimize other problem- dependent parameters simultaneously. In this part of our study, we used OPSO to optimize the number of hidden neurons N in the artificial neural network along with the subswarm parameters. This task has been approached by many researchers before, and various solutions to this problem have been proposed. Our aim was not to come up with a further method for network architecture optimization, but to test OPSO on a practical application.
To optimize N, we added another dimension to the superswarm, randomly initialized in the interval [0, 50] . To obtain the actual number of hidden neurons during the meta-optimization, N was rounded up to the next integer.
The velocity restriction constant V max was also included in the meta-optimization process. The initialization interval for the V max dimension was [0,50]. Altogether the particles of the superswarm were six-dimensional, parameters to be optimized were w start , w end , n 1 , n 2 , V max and N. Table 6 shows the configuration of the OPSO.
For the comparison of the different PSO methods on neural network training, the configurations from Table 7 were used. We also employed the V max constant for our standard PSO implementation, in contrast to the previous experiment with the test functions, where we had disabled it for reasons of comparability.
OPSO for neural network training: Results
We performed four independent OPSO runs. As network training itself showed to be more time-consuming than the minimization of the test functions, both the number of iterations and the number of particles in the superswarm were reduced in comparison to the meta-optimization of the parameters for the test functions. In addition, the fitness values for the subswarms were obtained by averaging over only three runs on the objective function, i.e. mean square error (MSE) of the neural network, instead of 15 used above in the OPSO runs on the fitness functions.
In three of the four OPSO runs, the final value for the number of hidden neurons N was 7, indicating a preference and possibly an optimal point in the fitness landscape. In the fourth run, N converged to a value of 10. The remaining parameters showed larger variance over the optimization runs, but the mean fitness values of the final solutions were comparable.
Using optimized PSO parameters for network training on logBB data
In order to compare the performance on network training with the performance of the standard PSO and CPSO, we arbitrarily picked one out of the three parameter sets in which N converged to a value of 7 and used it to parameterize a PSO optimizer. The chosen parameter values are shown in Table 8 . To build the quantitative prediction model, 20 two-layered nets with N = 7 were trained by PSO with optimized parameters. For comparison, we had PSO and CPSO train another 20 nets with identical architecture, respectively. To prevent overfitting, net weights and biases were only kept if the MSE improved on the test set.
Out of the three used PSO methods, the PSO with optimized parameters trained the nets fastest, i.e. required the smallest number of iterations. We considered the training to be finished when the MSE on the test set did not improve any further. While the standard PSO required about 80 iterations (Figure 2A ) and the constriction PSO required about 40 iterations on average ( Figure 2B ) to finish training, the PSO with optimized parameters finished training within about 20 iterations ( Figure 2C ). This finding is in agreement with the data presented by Kennedy [18] , who stated that it is possible to train neural nets with standard PSO within about 70 epochs, but also supposed that this could be done faster with other PSO variations.
To build a quantitative model for logBB prediction, we chose the network with the highest correlation coefficient for the test data from each of the three training sessions, respectively. For each of the three nets mean absolute error and r 2 for training and test data were calculated. The network trained by OPSO showed the highest correlation and the lowest mean absolute error for both training and test data ( Table 9) .
We then employed a lager dataset (courtesy of M. Nietert; manuscript in preparation; data not shown) to build a neural net for logBB prediction containing 89 structures with experimental logBB values in the training set and 44 structures with experimental logBB values in test-and validation sets, respectively. OPSO was applied, and 1,000 nets were trained with PSO using optimized parameters. The best net was selected, and its prediction capability was tested on the independent 44 validation compounds, yielding q 2 = 0.76 and a mean absolute error of 0.29. This is still in the range of the error for experimental logBB values as the mean absolute error for the experimental values is approximately 0.3 units [17] .
Conclusion
We have shown that PSO performance can be improved when its parameters are optimized specifically for the problem at hand. We have achieved this by implementing OPSO, a wrapper method for PSO, where particles of a swarm are swarms as well. An advantage of the OPSO meta-optimization method is its straightforward implementation. No other implementations than the PSO method itself are needed and only minor adaptations have to be made in order to implement the OPSO method.
In our experiments we were able to show that optimization "speed" as well as "robustness" can be improved by applying optimized parameters to PSO. Similar observations were made when deploying OPSO to a real life application such as artificial neural network training. Our results indicate that fast and efficient net training is possible with optimized parameters. Moreover, through parameter optimization training time can be decreased while training success may be increased at the same time.
Another feature of OPSO is that other problem-dependent, non-PSO parameters can be optimized along with the PSO parameters. We have tested this on the example of the number of hidden neurons in a two-layered neural net. While it has not been verified that the chosen number of seven hidden neurons was optimal, three out of four OPSO runs resulted in that same number which indicates that seven neurons might be a preferred network configuration for the particular task.
We have shown for one sample implementation of PSO that the basic OPSO architecture actually works. Although there seem to be more powerful implementations of PSO (such as CPSO) than the standard implementation which we used, it was still possible to outperform the constriction type simply by using optimized parameters in a standard PSO. Since the OPSO method is not limited on the use of standard PSO, it should be possible to imple- ment it with any PSO algorithm with the aim to improve their performance. For example, instead of a global PSO version a local version could be used and the size of the neighborhood could be included in the meta-optimization process.
Typical areas of application include optimization of a large number of problems with similar fitness landscapes. The OPSO would be run on some exemplary problem instances, and the resulting optimized swarm parameters could be used to treat the remaining instances. For example, in order to model quantitative structure-activity relationships from a large compound database as obtained from high-throughput screening, one could first select a small representative subset of compounds and have OPSO train a neural network. The resulting optimized swarm parameters can then be used for network training on the entire database. Our results suggest that not only network training would converge faster, but might also lead to more robust results in cross-validation.
Methods
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) Each particle was initialized at a random position in search space. The position of particle i is given by the vector x i = (x i1 ,x i2 , ..., x iD ) where D is the dimensionality of the problem. Its velocity is given by the vector
Two kinds of memory were implemented that influence the movement of the particles: In the cognitive memory p i = (p i1 , p i2 , ..., p iD ) the best previous position visited by each individual particle i is stored. The vector p best = (p best1 , p best2 , ..., p bestD ), also called "social memory", contains the position of the best point in search space visited by all swarm particles so far.
In each epoch the particle velocities were updated according to equation (1):
where w is the inertia weight, a weighting factor for the velocity, n 1 and n 2 are positive constants called "cognitive" and "social" parameter weighting the influence of the two different swarm memories, and r 1 and r 2 are random numbers between 0 and 1.
In some of our experiments a restriction constant V max was applied to control the velocity of particles (cf. Results section). Velocities exceeding the threshold set by V max were set back to the threshold value.
The inertia weight w can either be implemented as constant or in a way so that its value is changed linearly with time. A start and end value is set and for each epoch a new value of w is calculated as in equation (2).
where w start is the initial value for w and w end is the terminal value. Epochs stand for the actual number of epochs and MaxEpochs is the maximum number of epochs for the optimization.
w w w w MaxEpochs Epochs The advantage of an adaptive inertia weight is that swarm behavior can be varied and adapted over time. Often a bigger start value than end value is applied, causing the swarm to perform a more global search with large movements in the beginning and shifting to smaller movements and fine tuning in the end of the optimization process.
After the velocity vector had been calculated the positions of the particles were updated according to equation (3) x i (t+1) = x i (t)+v i (t+1). (3) We employed a maximum number of epochs as termination condition for the algorithm, depending on the task also in combination with a threshold as success criterion.
Constriction type PSO
Another common implementation of PSO is the constriction type PSO [7] . In the following, we refer to this PSO variant as "CPSO". The velocity vector was calculated according to equation (4):
with the constriction factor K as defined in equation (5): and ϕ is computed as follows (equation (6)):
The constriction factor K controls the magnitude of the particle velocity and can be seen as a dampening factor. It provides the algorithm with two important features [15] : First, it usually leads to a faster convergence than standard PSO. Second, the swarm keeps the ability to perform wide movements in search space even if convergence is already advanced but a new optimum is found. Therefore the CPSO has a potential ability to avoid being trapped into local optima while possessing a fast convergence capability and was shown to have superior performance than the standard PSO [15] .
Test functions
Rastrigin:
De Jong's Sphere:
Schaffer F6:
Rosenbrock:
global minimum:f(x) = 0, x i = 1.
Griewangk: The mean error for the minimization of the test functions was calculated as in equation (12): where j is the number of runs performed, f(x j ) is the function value for each solution found in minimization run j and f(x opt ) is the function value at the global minimum.
Multilayer artificial neural networks
We used two-layered, feed-forward artificial neural networks (ANN) to predict logBB values. Such networks represent universal function approximators [19] and have been described in detail elsewhere [20] . Briefly, a network with k inputs, j neurons in the hidden layer and i output neurons delivers the output in response to a pattern µ according to equation (13) . (14)) where x is the net input of a neuron.
For the output neuron the linear transfer function from equation (15) was used:
During training, network performance was assessed using the mean square error (MSE) computed as the squared difference between the predicted values O predict and the expected values (target values) O expect (equation (16)) for a number of predictions S. In this study, target values were experimentally determined logBB values ( [17] ).
The quality of quantitative predictions of logBB values was estimated using Pearson's correlation coefficient r (equation (17)).
with C(i, j) the covariance matrix of two vectors i and j.
During training, the network weights W and biases b were adapted using different swarm algorithms with MSE as performance function. We kept record of the network parameters in every training epoch (vide supra). In order to insure generalization ability, the final network parameters were taken from the epoch before the performance on the test data started to degrade. We used the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox for all ANN-related tasks [21] .
Data sets
For a test of OPSO performance on a real world problem, we trained ANNs on the Lobell data set [17] , containing 65 molecules with experimental logBB values. The data was divided into test and training set as described [17] . This resulted in 48 molecules in the training set and 17 molecules in the test set. In a pre-processing step, hydrogens were removed with the CLIFF software [22] and for each molecule the 150 standard CATS topological pharmacophore descriptors [23] were calculated with the speedCATS software [24] . All descriptors with a standard deviation of zero were removed, resulting in 98 descriptors that were used as inputs for the neural networks. Web based Java Applet A Java Applet termed "PsoVis" for the three-dimensional visualization of particle swarm optimization implementing PSO and CPSO is available on our gecco ® server the world-wide-web [25] . 
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